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 Opinion 

 I went to Israel for my bat 
 mitzvah at the Kotel but an 
 angry ultra-Orthodox mob 
 tried to stop it 
 By Lucia da Silva 

 Every time that I mentioned that I was going to have a bat mitzvah to my friends at 
 school, they would say that they wanted one, too. They imagined a big celebration, a 
 party with cake and games and dancing. They never realized it requires a lot of hard 
 work. 

 For me, that work was a part of what made becoming a bat mitzvah such an 
 achievement. I spent the last year working with my tutor, Linda Elman, preparing for the 
 big day. It was especially hard because when I started, I didn’t know any Hebrew. Little 
 did I know, the hardest part would not be learning my Torah portion but facing pressure 
 from a mob of strangers not to recite it. 

 I never wanted my bat mitzvah to be in a synagogue in Seattle, where I live. I thought 
 that such a special occasion deserved a special location. I wanted to connect with my 
 heritage and be with my godfather, Hen Mazzig, who grew up in Israel and is a writer, 
 speaker and activist for the Zionist cause. 

 That is why I decided to have the ceremony at the Kotel, the Western Wall in 
 Jerusalem’s Old City. It was also meaningful for me to have my bat mitzvah at the Kotel 
 because I wanted to be a part of the movement to gain more rights for women. 

 For several decades, a group called Women of the Wall has been fighting for those 
 rights with pilgrimages to the Kotel for Rosh Chodesh, the celebration of each new 
 Hebrew month. Because Israel’s ultra-Orthodox rabbinate controls the holy site, it is 
 divided into a men’s side and a women’s side. Women are not allowed to read from the 
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 Torah at the main Kotel plaza, only at Robinson’s Arch, a site off to the side that in 
 recent years has been designated for egalitarian prayer. 

 Women of the Wall has continued to press for access to the Kotel itself, occasionally 
 smuggling in Torah scrolls, only to have their gatherings disrupted by catcalls and worse 
 from Orthodox worshippers. That’s what happened to me on my special day. 

 At 7 a.m. on Friday, Rosh Chodesh for the Hebrew month of Av, as I walked into the 
 women’s section of the Kotel with my moms and members of Women of the Wall, 
 hundreds of men and boys surrounded us and yelled that we were a disgrace to 
 Judaism. 

 Instead of being afraid, I imagined that they were fans who came to the Kotel to 
 celebrate with me. It reminded me of my daydream of being a star goalkeeper making a 
 decisive save in the World Cup final, where the crowd goes wild cheering for me. 

 I still felt scared, but the Women of the Wall community helped make me feel safe and 
 surrounded by love. We had just met the members of this group minutes before, while 
 entering the Kotel gate. Though I didn’t know them, they made me feel secure in a 
 foreign place. 

 Getting bat mitzvahed at the Kotel was not just for me, but for all the girls to follow. 
 Though I was not able to read from the Torah as I had planned, I hope that Jewish girls 
 after me will have this basic right. 

 As Yochi Rappeport, executive director of Women of the Wall, told me, “You’re not just 
 fighting for your right to pray. You’re paving the way for your generation and generations 
 to come.” 

 I never thought that as soon as I became a bat mitzvah, everything would change. I 
 know I still have a lot ahead of me in the process of becoming an adult. It will be years 
 before I can drive, get a job, rent an apartment, or have kids of my own. 

 But when I suddenly found myself surrounded by people who wanted to deny me my 
 right to participate in this timeless Jewish ritual, everything did change. 

 I came to the Kotel as a girl to read a portion from the Torah. I left as a woman with the 
 responsibility to stand up for everyone’s right to recite the prayers of their choice at the 
 place of their choosing. 
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 News 

 How the Jewish community 
 woke up to abortion rights 
 By Arno Rosenfeld 

 When Sheila Katz first started assembling a group of rabbis to speak out in favor of 
 abortion access two years ago, she figured it would be an easy sell. More than 83% of 
 American Jews believe abortion should be legal, Jewish law allows for the procedure in 
 many cases, and the liberal denominations that dominate the community have long 
 championed it as a fundamental freedom. 

 The timing seemed ripe, too. Following the 2020 death of Supreme Court Justice Ruth 
 Bader Ginsberg, a new conservative supermajority clearly put the constitutional right to 
 abortion on the chopping block. 

 But Katz, head of the National Council of Jewish Women, and Rabbi Danya Ruttenberg, 
 who she hired to organize the new clergy movement, ran into an unexpected obstacle. 

 “We learned really quickly that rabbis were uncomfortable saying the word ‘abortion,’” 
 Katz recalled. “It kind of blew our minds.” 

 Today, NCJW is fielding more than 400 requests from synagogues around the country 
 for “abortion bans are against my religion” signs, “reproductive freedom” banners and 
 Havdalah kits that repurpose the Shabbat ritual to focus on a post-Roe reality. In the 11 
 weeks since the Supreme Court’s draft ruling in Dobbs v. Women’s Health Services was 
 first published, and especially the five since it became official, the group has raised 
 $450,000 for a new abortion fund, added thousands of new people to its email list, and 
 brought 1,500 people to a Jewish rally for abortion rights outside the U.S. Capitol in 
 May. 

 It now sits at the center of one of the liberal Jewish world’s top concerns, with far larger 
 and better-known groups like Hillel and the Center for American Progress, as well as 
 the Reform and Conservative movements, referring people to NCJW for talking points, 
 toolkits and donations. Katz said 200 Jewish groups have reached out since the 
 decision about how to respond. 
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 The group was able to mobilize quickly and effectively in part because of the 
 groundwork laid during the past two years — and the past two decades — when Jewish 
 leaders, like others on the political left and in the Democratic Party itself, were reluctant 
 to engage on what many saw as a touchy subject, and complacent about what they saw 
 as a settled question. 

 To accommodate clergy discomfort with the term “abortion,” for example, Katz and 
 Ruttenberg chose to name their new group “Rabbis for Repro,” and changed its focus 
 from political advocacy to providing pastoral care for community members seeking the 
 procedure. Eventually, 2,000 rabbis signed their pledge. 

 “We decided — intentionally — to meet people where they were,” Katz said, “and that’s 
 how we got so many people in the door.” 

 Meredith Jacobs, chief executive of Jewish Women International, said the struggle to 
 mobilize Rabbis for Repro reflected a difficulty Jewish advocacy organizations have 
 faced around abortion in the decades since Roe v. Wade seemed to enshrine abortion 
 rights in 1973. “There was always a need,” Jacobs said in a recent interview. “But not at 
 a level that would have inspired funders.” 

 Founded in 1893, NCJW is the oldest Jewish women’s group in the U.S., and has long 
 been a lonely policy voice as the only Jewish organization to consistently oppose 
 judicial nominees over abortion. Their calls often fell on deaf ears. 

 Jewish news outlets are littered with references to the current Supreme Court justices 
 who voted to overturn Roe meeting “quiet” or “little Jewish opposition” during Senate 
 confirmation, despite a steady stream of statements from NCJW leaders warning that 
 nominees would curtail abortion access. 

 It was a full two decades ago that the organization launched “BenchMark: NCJW’s 
 campaign to save Roe,” an initiative that Nancy Kaufman, the organization’s former 
 chief executive, said was often a slog. 

 “It was very hard to get a head of steam because nobody ever believed Roe would be 
 overturned,” Kaufman said. “Ha, ha, ha.” 

 Channeling anger 

 NCJW has been facilitating much of the Jewish outcry since the right to abortion 
 became more obviously in peril with the confirmation of Amy Coney Barrett to replace 
 Ginsberg. The group organized meetings between clergy and members of Congress 
 last fall that Katz credited with winning 36 new sponsors for legislation to enshrine 
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 abortion rights in federal law. (The House has twice passed the bill, but it faces dim 
 prospects in the Senate, which refused to take it up in May.) 

 Jewish clergy have inundated publications with personal essays about abortion to the 
 point that, according to Katz, editors have lost interest. “That was a great marker of 
 success,” she observed, “to have people say, ‘Actually, we’ve had too many 
 submissions of rabbis who have had abortions.’” 

 Katz also said she was heartened to see strong statements about the Supreme Court 
 decision from Jewish organizations that rarely comment on abortion, including the 
 American Jewish Committee, the Orthodox Union and Hillel International. 

 The new Havdalah kits, created in-house in anticipation of Roe being overturned, 
 include magnets that say “abortion bans are against my religion” and a prayer book 
 whose introduction reads, “The world we are entering is different from the world we 
 have left behind.” 

 The focus on spirituality was a conscious decision by Katz, who often describes 
 limitations on abortion as a religious freedom issue for Jews. Some experts think this 
 will be a focus of challenges to state laws now taking effect that ban virtually all 
 abortions, though a new case filed in Florida on that basis sparked at least one 
 conservative analyst to challenge the legitimacy of non-Orthodox Jews to make that 
 argument. 

 While 83% of American Jews believe abortion should be legal in all or most cases, 
 according to the Pew Research Center, compared to 58% who say they’re attached to 
 Israel, many leading Jewish advocacy organizations focus far more on the Middle East. 

 Jewish Federations of North America, which doles out more than $200 million in annual 
 grants across the country, declined to take a position on the Dobbs case until a month 
 after the decision, despite commenting on a court case released the day before about a 
 law targeting boycotts of Israel. 

 “By the time we’re done with our work, everybody will be making a statement,” Katz said 
 in an interview at her office in the group’s Washington, D.C., headquarters. 

 ‘Turmoil’ and a pivot 

 While the current surge of interest in NCJW is a direct result of mounting limits on 
 abortion access, the organization made a conscience decision to ramp up its advocacy 
 on the issue — preparing for a moment like this — 15 years ago. 
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 For its first 115 years, the group had been run by a board elected by local members, 
 with changes every three years. Nancy Ratzan, who became NCJW’s president in 
 2008, said “that just didn’t give us enough strength and credibility outside the 
 organization.” 

 Ratzan, a lawyer and activist who now sits on the board of the pro-democracy group 
 Common Cause, pushed to professionalize the organization, creating the new chief 
 executive role, which Kaufman was hired to fill two years later. 

 It was a difficult transition for an organization that had been largely run for generations 
 by housewives who could devote scores of unpaid hours to the cause. Members used 
 to work their way through local chapters to state roles and eventually spots on the 
 national board. Suddenly, women who had never been involved in the organization were 
 being offered those board positions. “It was a big struggle to bring along enough 
 people,” Ratzan said on the changes. 

 Employee comments on Glassdoor, a website that allows workers to post anonymous 
 reviews, characterized Kaufman’s early years as a period of both “inspiring leadership” 
 and “turmoil,” with “a lot of infighting and arguing among senior leadership.” 

 “Turning around this ship is nearly impossible,” one employee wrote in 2015. 

 Kaufman, who had led Boston’s Jewish Community Relations Council for two decades 
 — and who retains her strong New England accent — said one of her chief goals when 
 she started at NCJW was shifting its chapters in 28 states to focus less on community 
 service and more on advocacy. At the same time, she shuttered the organization’s New 
 York headquarters and merged its national office with its policy shop in D.C. 

 But she struggled against a communal infrastructure she described as uninterested in 
 the organization’s portfolio. 

 “It was very hard to get Jewish foundations to fund reproductive rights,” Kaufman said. 
 “They were obsessed with young people, Jewish continuity — they didn’t want to fund 
 advocacy.” 

 When foundations like Schusterman Family Philanthropies started focusing on abortion 
 work a few years ago, NCJW was primed to pick up grants. Katz said the organization’s 
 budget is now $6.2 million, up $2 million from when she took over in 2019, and that total 
 donations from foundations have tripled over the past two years. 

 Lisa Eisen, co-president of Schusterman, said the shift was connected to the changes 
 on the Supreme Court. “We saw, let’s say, some of the writing on the wall,” Eisen said, 
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 “and we saw NCJW as really establishing its credibility, its on-the-ground presence, its 
 role with the courts.” 

 Shifting into politics 

 The increased funding has allowed NCJW to stage events like the abortion rally and 
 launch both Rabbis for Repro and 73 Forward, the new umbrella for its abortion 
 advocacy. The urgency around abortion has, in turn, helped clarify the contemporary 
 role of a legacy organization founded as one of the first Jewish women’s clubs, which 
 grew to to emphasize social justice as parallel groups popped up with their own 
 agendas. 

 For example, NCJW established a network of birth control clinics during the 1920s that 
 would eventually be turned over to Planned Parenthood. 

 But NCJW never endorsed the women’s suffrage movement, and some of its early 
 clinics were segregated by race. The group’s first major advocacy campaign, back in 
 1908, was aimed at ending “white slavery,” a term used to refer to the sex trafficking of 
 European immigrants, according to Pamela Nadell, a professor who studies the history 
 of Jewish women at American University. 

 During the 1960s NCJW became more political. Its work on civil rights, banning nuclear 
 weapons, and protesting the Vietnam War earned it the attention of the FBI as its 
 membership swelled to about 110,000 spread across almost 200 cities. 

 But the group’s appeal faded as Jewish women started entering the workforce in greater 
 numbers during the 1980s, and mainline Jewish groups began to open their leadership 
 and issue agendas up to women. Dues-paying membership dipped to roughly 90,000 by 
 2019. 

 Today, NCJW uses a looser definition of membership. No dues or donation is required, 
 just attending an event or participating in online activism with the group. It counts 
 210,000 and calls them “advocates.” 

 The turn away from traditional membership and volunteer leadership is a clear contrast 
 with Hadassah, the largest legacy Jewish women’s group, which also supports 
 reproductive rights but is less focused on advocacy. 

 “NCJW has made every strategic decision to become a political advocacy organization,” 
 said Rebecca Sirbu, a former executive at Hadassah. “Hadassah is much more focused 
 on Israel and Zionist causes and they have really shied away from what might be 
 considered controversial issues.” 
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 (Hadassah declined to make any current officials available for an interview. A 
 spokesperson sent a statement noting that the group was a sponsor of NCJW’s abortion 
 rights rally in May and reiterating its support for “complete access to reproductive health 
 services.”) 

 Uncertain path forward 

 While Katz was quick to say that the “most underutilized and undervalued group in the 
 Jewish community [is] women over 60,” NCJW has made a concerted effort to attract a 
 younger generation, and it seems to be working. 

 At 38, Katz is among the youngest chiefs of any major legacy Jewish group. She started 
 her career staffing a Hillel House at the University of North Carolina, where, she said, 
 “my first experience around abortion was with Jewish college students who had been 
 sexually assaulted and needed an abortion.” 

 The organization’s Washington headquarters features bright green furniture and a 
 poster with an Audre Lorde quote. At the center of the office are tables with snacks and 
 cards for staff or visitors to send workers at abortion clinics. 

 A sign dubs the space “Hannah’s Hangout: Feminist Lounge and Marketplace,” with a 
 photo-shopped image of the group’s founder, Hannah Solomon, in green sunglasses — 
 a stark contrast to her white opera gloves, which are framed on the wall. 

 Katz hired Shira Zemel away from overseeing the Reform movement’s social justice 
 program for teenagers to help direct NCJW’s abortion campaign. The organization’s 
 Instagram account has grown nearly 400% over the last year, to more than 6,000 
 followers, and posts graphics featuring colorful gradients paired with alarming statistics 
 about what happens to women turned away from abortion clinics. 

 Katz uses a “reproductive justice” model that calls on white women to defer leadership 
 to people of color, who are disproportionally affected by abortion bans and restrictions. 

 Jody Rabhan, the longtime chief policy officer for NCJW, hedged when asked whether 
 the organization could support any restrictions on abortion, such as those outlined in 
 Roe, emphasizing that the group was focused on combatting far more onerous 
 restrictions. 

 But Katz had a more absolutist take, saying, “People who can get pregnant should be 
 able to make decisions for themselves about when, if and how to start a family.” 

 Like other Jewish groups, NCJW has had some challenges navigating left-wing spaces 
 increasingly hostile toward Israel. It was one of three Jewish organizations singled out 
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 last fall by Sunrise DC, an environmental group that said it would not participate in a 
 voting rights coalition with Zionists. 

 Katz said the fight — which spawned weeks of headlines — was “a distraction from the 
 work that we need to be doing.” 

 Now the key question is how NCJW will leverage the surge of interest in its signature 
 issue. 

 The organization has raised more than $450,000 over the last three months for the 
 Jewish Fund for Abortion Access, which funnels money to a national hotline that helps 
 pregnant people get immediate care. 

 With the Supreme Court having handed the abortion question back to states, NCJW’s 
 chapter system may be a boon. Katz noted that an Arizona NCJW group filed for a 
 temporary injunction the day after the Dobbs decision to block a law granting 
 “personhood” to fetuses from going into effect (the injunction was granted July 11). 
 Another, in Michigan, collected signatures at a local synagogue for a measure that will 
 appear on the November ballot to guarantee legal abortion. 

 Rabhan acknowledged there was no longer any clear path to secure abortion access 
 across the country. 

 “We didn’t lose this in a day,” she said, “and we’re not going to win it back in a day.” 
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 Culture 

 The surprisingly Jewish 
 history of Blue Note records 
 By Benjamin Irvy 

 A new edition of Richard Havers’ lavishly illustrated history of Blue Note records is an 
 occasion for recalling how that unsurpassed small jazz label was the brainchild of 
 German Jewish refugees in America. 

 Havers reminds us that Blue Note was founded in 1939 by Alfred Lion (born Löw), the 
 son of a Berlin Jewish architect. Lion made several attempts to escape perils in his 
 homeland, but learned quickly that violence against minorities was a longstanding 
 American tradition as well as something seen in the old country. 

 As a teenager in 1925, Lion had heard a riveting performance in Berlin by the African 
 American jazz pianist Sam Wooding. One year later, Lion emigrated to the United 
 States, but while working on the docks of New York, he was attacked by a fellow laborer 
 who militated against foreigners occupying jobs that might otherwise sustain native born 
 Americans. Lion returned to Germany to recover from his injuries, but in 1933 tried 
 again to escape Nazi Germany by fleeing to Chile with his mother. He finally returned to 
 Manhattan in 1938. Attending landmark jazz concerts at Carnegie Hall entitled “From 
 Spirituals to Swing,” featuring Benny Goodman in a racially integrated sextet, among 
 many others, galvanized Lion. 

 Oblivious to backbiting among even talented musicians, Lion remained focused solely 
 on music. He probably could not have cared less that Goodman, a notoriously harsh 
 taskmaster, would reportedly sabotage the music stand light of his own Jewish star jazz 
 bassist, Arthur Bernstein, two years after their Carnegie Hall triumph, to make Bernstein 
 play poorly and provide an excuse for firing him. 

 Among Lion’s decidedly more benevolent co-founders of Blue Note were Max Margulis, 
 a Marxist vocal coach, and the critic Emanuel Eisenberg. None of the trio quit their day 
 jobs to dabble in jazz music. Yet coincidentally, Blue Note was launched in 1939, a 
 watershed for heightened Jewish awareness of African American experience. That year 
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 at Café Society, Billie Holiday first performed “Strange Fruit,” an anti-lynching song by a 
 Bronx Jewish high-school teacher, Abel Meeropol. 

 From the start, Lion and colleagues so empathized with the sufferings of persecuted 
 fellow minorities, and so revered jazz music and musicians, that they were among the 
 rare cherished amateur proprietors in an industry rife with profiteers and exploiters, then 
 as now. 

 Indeed, Blue Note began with a quasi nonprofit-style manifesto. After all, if a manifesto 
 was good enough for Karl Marx, why not for a few Jews starting a record label? 
 Margulis, who bankrolled the first modest recording sessions, wrote, and signed along 
 with Lion and Eisenberg, the following credo: 

 “Blue Note Records are designed to serve the uncompromising expressions of hot jazz 
 or swing. Direct and honest hot jazz is a way of feeling, a musical and social 
 manifestation, and Blue Note records are concerned with identifying its impulse, not its 
 sensational and commercial adornments.” 

 Although no more commercially oriented than his landsmen, Eisenberg’s own trajectory 
 was complex. He authored some short fiction in the Yiddish-accented mode popularized 
 by the humorist Leo Rosten, including one tale that appeared in 1938 in Rosten’s 
 preferred outlet, the New Yorker. Eisenberg’s attempt at levity involved a 
 Jewish-accented exchange with a physician, hardly innovative or authentic apart from 
 the fact that unlike Rosten, who used the anglicized pen name of Leonard Q. Ross to 
 write about Hyman Kaplan in posh publications, Eisenberg dared to sign his pieces with 
 his real, clearly Jewish-sounding, name. 

 Eisenberg, also a contributor to the “New Masses,” an American Marxist magazine, was 
 one of the authors who collaborated with Marc Blitzstein on “Pins and Needles” (1937), 
 a musical revue featuring music and lyrics by the American Jewish composer Harold 
 Rome. “Pins and Needles” was produced by the International Ladies Garment Workers 
 Union. A celebrated early production was directed by Charles Friedman and 
 choreographed by Russian Jewish modern dance pioneer Benjamin Zemach, spoofing 
 European Fascist dictatorships and bigots among the Daughters of the American 
 Revolution who had blocked Marian Anderson from singing in their Washington, D.C. 
 concert hall in 1939. 

 Finding parallels in racism, whether against blacks or Jews, echoed the philosophical 
 stances of Lion and his associates at the start of Blue Note, leading to feelings of unity. 
 Not coincidentally, the label’s first hit was a tune by George Gershwin, “Summertime,” 
 played by Sidney Bechet in an outpouring of Jewish and African American musical 
 verve. 
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 Lion insisted that 78 rpm record lengths be expanded to 12 inches, the format usually 
 reserved for classical artists, instead of the pop format of 10 inches. Lion saw jazz 
 performers as classicists in their own right, and posterity has confirmed his viewpoint. 

 After World War II began, Margulis and Eisenberg moved to other projects and were 
 replaced by a boyhood friend of Lion’s, Francis (born Jacob Franz) Wolff. A 
 photographer Wolff was employed at a music store owned by Milt Gabler, another 
 American Jewish jazz aficionado and small label owner. Gabler would offer essential 
 help to Blue Note in its early days with distribution and sales venues. 

 As a photographer somewhere between dramatic portraits of his Jewish contemporary 
 Philippe Halsman and the spontaneity of Erich Salomon, considered the first 
 photojournalist, Wolff created splendid icons that have been displayed in exhibitions and 
 publications, after rediscovery following prolonged hibernation in Lion’s personal 
 archives. Wolff amused musicians by dancing about the studio during recording 
 sessions to attain certain camera angles. They knew that if he was inspired to 
 terpsichorean exertions, the take would probably be lively enough to be released. 
 Meanwhile, Lion would chide Wolff between takes: “Stop! You’re clicking on my record!” 

 Presciently, in 1932 Emanuel Eisenberg had published a short story about a camera 
 bug who aspired to photographic close-ups, moving closer to subjects until he arrived at 
 microscopic detail. Without reaching absurdist proximity, Wolff nevertheless reveled in 
 the nearness of creative musicians in the gently nurturing aura of a recording studio that 
 did not exploit musicians. 

 Despite their names, Lion and Wolff were neither leonine nor vulpine with performers, 
 who later uniformly recalled them with affection. Lion and Wolff responded with loyalty, 
 being the first to record the keyboard genius Thelonious Monk in 1947 when no other 
 company would, and continuing for five years to record Monk even when his records 
 proved commercially disastrous, until the future of Blue Note was jeopardized. Other 
 musicians who did some of their best work for Blue Note, and were photographed in 
 action by Wolff, included the superstars John Coltrane, Art Blakey, Miles Davis, Dexter 
 Gordon, Herbie Hancock, Bud Powell, Sonny Rollins and Horace Silver. 

 Blue Note would encounter many upheavals over the years, and by the late 1960s was 
 no longer the small independent firm it had once been. Yet it seemed appropriate when 
 in 2012, a pedestrian bridge named in honor of Lion opened in Berlin’s 
 Tempelhof-Schöneberg borough, linking the so-called Red Island neighborhood where 
 Lion was raised with areas to the north. To be sure, Alfred Lion and Francis Wolff built 
 bridges connecting Jewish music lovers to African American creative spirits, resulting in 
 recordings of permanent fascination as well as indelible fond memories. 
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 News 

 Slow fastballs, tech wizardry 
 and the perfect name: Meet 
 the newest Jewish major 
 leaguer 
 By Louis Keene 

 Until recently, Jake Fishman was known more as an IT whiz than for his unorthodox 
 fastball. 

 “I’ve always been a person that people come to for technology problems,” Jake 
 Fishman told a local news channel in May. At the time, Fishman was pitching for the 
 Miami Marlins’ Triple-A affiliate, and his IT-focused YouTube channel, “Fish Tech,” was 
 supplementing his income. 

 But in Fishman’s major league debut Sunday, he was the one creating technical 
 difficulty — with a fastball so slow MLB’s pitch-tracking system thought it was a 
 changeup. 

 Whatever you want to call his 87-mph two-seamer — Fishman calls it a sinker — it 
 seemed to work. 

 With family and friends in attendance, Fishman, who is Jewish and pitched for Team 
 Israel at last year’s Olympics, spun the sinker and his curveball into 10 outs Sunday 
 against the New York Mets, allowing one run. It’s about as good an outing as a long 
 reliever could ask for, much less for a major league debut. 

 “Honestly I thought it went really well,” Fishman said Monday in an interview. “I was 
 really happy with how many strikes I threw and attacked the guys.” 

 The Marlins’ social media team was quick to capitalize on their newest player’s perfect 
 name: a tweet welcomed the “newest FISHman.” 
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 His call-up was a short one, however, as the Marlins designated Fishman for 
 assignment on Monday — which gives other teams the opportunity to claim him off 
 waivers before he can be demoted to the minors — to make room on the roster for a 
 player returning from injury. 

 Road to The Show 

 Fishman grew up in Sharon, Massachusetts, where he attended Temple Klal Yisrael’s 
 Hebrew school. He was also bar mitzvahed at the synagogue. 

 After he was passed over for athletic scholarships coming out of Sharon High School, 
 he enrolled at Division III Union College, in Schenectady, New York. All Fishman did 
 there was lead college baseball with a 0.41 earned-run average — and take a few 
 computer science courses that would come in handy later. When the Toronto Blue Jays 
 picked him in the 30th round of the 2016 draft, he became the first player drafted in the 
 school’s history. 

 Six years later, Fishman is one of only a handful of Division III alumni in the bigs. 

 “It just feels amazing, to be honest,” Fishman said about the callup. “You spend so 
 much time in the minor leagues, and it all builds to this moment.” 

 Debut 

 Fishman took the mound with two on and two out in the third inning — the Marlins’ 
 starting pitcher had already given up six runs — where he faced Mets all-star shortstop 
 Francisco Lindor. 

 “Your first major league batter you’re not really expecting Francisco Lindor is going to be 
 at the plate with the guy on first and second,” he said, adding that he was “a bit shaky” 
 when he first looked into the batter’s box. “Then when I threw that first pitch for a strike, 
 I was like, ‘All right, I think we’re gonna be okay.’” 

 His third pitch, clocked at 87 mph, was originally registered as a changeup by Statcast, 
 MLB’s pitch-tracking technology. 

 But Statcast was confused — that’s actually about the average speed of Fishman’s 
 heater, which topped out yesterday at a leisurely 89.1 mph. For comparison, the 
 average speed of an MLB fastball in 2021 was 93.5. 

 How does the 6’3” lefty get batters out? Fishman relies on deception, turning his back to 
 home plate during his delivery and hiding the ball until the last second, when he wheels 
 and throws it sidearm. 
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 According to Fishman, the Marlins don’t value fastball velocity as much as release 
 height and downward movement — where his sinker excels. 

 “For probably half of my career, velocity was a huge concern for me,” he said, “until the 
 analytics started coming out and saying that ‘Wait, these guys have really great 
 fastballs.’ Even though it might not be 100, it’s got the movement profile to be effective.” 

 Fishman was called up to a Marlins team that is 17.5 games out of first place, and he is 
 unlikely to be moved to a contender before Tuesday’s trade deadline — though another 
 Jewish reliever, Scott Effross, was acquired Monday by the Yankees. 

 But the quality of his debut is a good sign for Team Israel, which has strong hitting depth 
 but is shallow in the bullpen. And despite his rookie status in the majors, Fishman will 
 bring something that some players on the World Baseball Classic team may lack — 
 tournament experience. 

 As for his tech wizardry, the rigors of his major league assignment may put any new tool 
 tips on hold. In the meantime, you can download his most successful creation — an 
 audio visualizer for the Macbook Pro touchbar — for just $4.99. 
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 News 

 Meet the Jewish judge who 
 helped protect abortion in 
 Kansas 
 By Arno Rosenfeld 

 There aren’t many Jews in Kansas, but from his seat on the state’s Supreme Court, one 
 Jewish justice helped enshrine abortion rights in the state. Kansas voters affirmed those 
 rights Tuesday, defeating a ballot measure that would have made it possible for state 
 lawmakers to severely restrict or even ban abortion. 

 Judge Eric Rosen has long been part of the small Jewish community in the capital of 
 Topeka. 

 Richard Levy, who grew up across the street from Rosen, said there was only one other 
 Jewish student in his grade. He recalled being forced to choose between staying alone 
 in an empty classroom or joining his classmates rehearsing Christmas carols in the 
 gymnasium. 

 “It was that kind of experience,” said Levy, who is now a constitutional law professor at 
 the University of Kansas. 

 Rosen, who did not respond to an interview request, does not appear to have spoken 
 publicly about his Judaism but lists membership at Topeka’s Reform Temple Beth 
 Shalom in his official court biography. 

 Much of the Sunflower State’s small Jewish community – estimated at 15,000 to 30,000 
 out of 3 million Kansans – was vocally opposed to the proposed “Value Them Both” 
 amendment to the state constitution. It aimed to overturn the state Supreme Court’s 6-1 
 ruling from three years ago that found the Kansas state constitution protected abortion 
 rights. It was the first opportunity for voters anywhere in the country to directly weigh in 
 on abortion after the U.S. Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade in June. 
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 Though Gov. Laura Kelly is a Democrat, Republicans have controlled both houses of 
 the state legislature for nearly 30 years and former President Donald Trump won the 
 state by 15 points. Abortion opponents hoped that Kansans, many of whom are 
 evangelical Christians, would eagerly vote to remove abortion rights from the 
 constitution. 

 Prominent Jewish voices who sought to prove otherwise included Rabbi Mark Levin, the 
 founder of Congregation Beth Torah in suburban Kansas City, who went on television 
 last week to oppose the amendment, joining three other pulpit rabbis from the region 
 who had also spoken against it. 

 Sharon Brett, legal director at the ACLU of Kansas, invoked her Jewish faith in an op-ed 
 about abortion rights for the Kansas Reflector in July and said she was heartened to 
 see the amendment resoundingly defeated last night. 

 “As a Jewish woman living in a state that — at times — appears to be controlled by a 
 very conservative Christian approach,” Brett said in an interview, “it was a beautiful day 
 for Kansans.” 

 The ruling 

 By rejecting the amendment, Kansas voters left in place the 2019 decision by Rosen 
 and five of his fellow justices in Hodes & Nauser v. Schmidt. That landmark ruling 
 validated a new legal theory advanced by the Center for Reproductive Rights on behalf 
 of two Kansas physicians that held the state’s constitution protected the right to 
 abortion. 

 While Rosen did not author the decision, he was an active participant in oral arguments 
 before the court in 2017. Rosen did not telegraph his eventual position, but asked the 
 attorney representing the two doctors a question that would take on new significance 
 after Roe v. Wade was overturned. 

 “Do you suggest that the founders of our state constitution intended to follow whatever 
 guidelines the United States Supreme Court established and apply it to Kansas?” 
 Rosen asked. “Is that what the founders intended?” 

 By identifying a right to abortion in the state constitution, Rosen and his colleagues 
 effectively aligned themselves with the longstanding position of the U.S. Supreme 
 Court. But because of the decision, even after the Supreme Court’s June ruling in 
 Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization that the federal constitution does not 
 protect the right to an abortion, the Kansas constitution continued to protect abortion 
 access for Kansans. 
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 Levy, the law professor, said that the Kansas court has a reputation for being 
 nonpartisan and that legal observers were unsure where the justices would land on the 
 case. The state relies on a civilian panel to select court nominees on merit and the 
 governor then selects from one of the three approved candidates. 

 A second Jewish justice 

 Rosen, 69, was joined by another Jewish judge on the Supreme Court two years ago 
 when Melissa Taylor Standridge was elevated from the Kansas Court of Appeals where 
 she had also ruled in favor of a constitutional protection for abortion rights before the 
 Hodes case reached the Supreme Court. 

 Standridge, who became the first Jewish woman to be named to the court, previously 
 served as vice chair of the local Jewish Community Relations Bureau and told the 
 Kansas City Jewish Chronicle that “the Jewish religion is an ethical religion and 
 pursuing justice is a core principle that runs through Jewish history and Jewish 
 tradition.” 

 Marcia Rittmaster belongs to Beth Torah in Overland Park and volunteered with the 
 campaign opposed to the constitutional amendment. She’s related to Standridge and 
 said she appreciated having multiple Jewish members of the Supreme Court. 

 “Jews feel underrepresented in Kansas,” Rittmaster said. “We’re a small part of the 
 population so we just kind of accepted it – but it’s really thrilling to know we have it.” 

 Rosen was appointed by Gov. Kathleen Sebelius, a Democrat, in 2005 after serving as 
 a trial judge since 1993. 

 “I have always been very deliberate, clear and concise in my decisions and never tried 
 to have my own opinions expressed in my decisions,” Rosen said when asked to 
 explain his judicial approach at the time. 

 He was welcomed by both the legal community and political leaders, including 
 Republicans. “I’m very impressed not only with his intelligence, but his sense of 
 fairness,” John Vratil, the state senate judiciary committee chairman, told the Lawrence 
 Journal-World after Rosen’s appointment. 

 Rosen never strayed far from Topeka, beginning his career as a social worker in the city 
 before attending the law school at Washburn University and working as a public 
 defender and prosecutor before becoming a district court judge hearing criminal cases. 
 “I am always amazed at the resiliency of the human spirit that I see in my courtroom,” 
 he told a Washburn publication after being named to the Supreme Court. 
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 Levy said that Rosen did not fit into a neat philosophical box but described him as 
 “relatively pragmatic.” 

 “He’s trying to come up with answers that will provide good outcomes for the legacy 
 system and for society in general,” said Levy, who has remained friendly with the judge. 
 “He is attentive to the real world consequences of his decisions.” 
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 Theater 

 Julie Benko is getting her big 
 break in ‘Funny Girl’ — and 
 she’s not afraid of 
 comparisons 
 By Mira Fox 

 Starring in “Funny Girl” is intimidating; it’s impossible to avoid being compared to Barbra 
 Streisand. Julie Benko, who is playing Fanny Brice in the Broadway revival for the 
 month of August, is up against more than that — viewers might also compare her to 
 Beanie Feldstein, who left the show at the end of July, or Lea Michele, who will star 
 come September. And then there’s the controversy caused by Feldstein’s months-early 
 departure. 

 Benko, a Connecticut native who grew up doing community theater, seems untouched 
 by the hubbub, just as excited to talk about the album of “quarantunes” she’s releasing 
 with her husband, musician Jason Yeager, as she is to chat about Fanny Brice. When 
 we spoke by Zoom, she was charming and full of smiles, even when she almost cried — 
 again — at the memory of the call from her agent telling her that she’d star for all of 
 August. (Benko will also continue to perform every Thursday after Michele begins.) 

 Fanny Brice is not Benko’s Broadway debut — that was as an understudy for Cosette in 
 “Les Miserables” in 2014 — and the actor is a veteran of regional theater productions. 
 But getting to anchor the show on Broadway is undeniably her big break. It makes for 
 an easy comparison to Streisand, who was also a relative unknown, a Broadway 
 sophomore when she was cast as Fanny Brice for the 1964 premiere of “Funny Girl.” 

 Benko, however, is putting her own spin on the role — she has only seen Streisand in 
 the movie of “Funny Girl” once and isn’t planning to watch it again anytime soon. She 
 shared her take on the Fanny, the show and her big break in our conversation, lightly 
 edited for length and clarity, below. 
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 So there’s obviously some resonances here with Barbra Streisand and you 
 getting your big break as a relatively unknown name — how does that feel? 

 I have to say, it’s very meta-theatrical. Not just as Barbra Streisand, though obviously it 
 was a star-making vehicle for her, but also as Fanny Brice. Even in the show, right in the 
 first 15 minutes, she sings, “I’m the greatest star.” She’s like, “I’m the greatest star, I am 
 by far — but no one knows it.” 

 There have been times, especially as the understudy, where people were expecting to 
 see someone else, I think they see the little white slip, and they get disappointed. There 
 were a couple of times — not many, but a couple — where the light came up on me, 
 and there was no entrance applause. 

 I just thought, “Well, they don’t know me yet.” After “Greatest Star,” 10 or 15 minutes in, 
 I remember saying that line, “I am the greatest star, I am by far — but know one knows 
 it,” and I would hear some people laughing. Because they’re like, “Yeah, I don’t know 
 her!” 

 And then I would finish the number, and I could just feel everybody in the audience 
 suddenly on my side. You can feel them cheering for you and feel like they are excited 
 to be there because they are witnessing this moment, and they feel like they’ve 
 discovered something. It feels like a totally meta-theatrical parallel of what the show’s 
 about. 

 This is a very Jewish show that’s a big part of Jewish cultural history — how does 
 it feel to enter that lineage? 

 It’s a lot of fun. I get to say some Yiddish phrases on stage. I get to define “heimish.” 
 And my family was coming over right at this time. Even Fanny Brice’s birth name, 
 Borach, was a Hungarian Jewish name. Benko is also a Hungarian Jewish name — it’s 
 actually totally possible that we’re related! 

 On a personal level, I love history, I love the theater, I love studying Jewish history. So to 
 get to be a part of this place where they all connect is really special. Look, I was 
 watching this DVD, [holds up case] “The Golden Age of Second Avenue” — just for fun! 
 Because I enjoy studying the Yiddish theater. 

 By the way — I am so excited to be doing this for the Forward. My grandparents and 
 great-grandparents subscribed to the Forward, and my uncle is a rabbi and he always 
 sends me articles from the Forward. There aren’t that many Jewish people in the cast, 
 and I remember I told the people in my dressing room, I said, “The Forverts!” They 
 didn’t get it. I was like, “If you were Jewish, you’d be excited.” 
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 Did you bring a sort of Jewish background or history to the cast, then? Or was 
 there a dramaturg advising the cast about the culture of the era? 

 I’ve had some of my castmates ask me questions — I’ve explained certain Jewish 
 things about the character or what’s happening in a certain moment. 

 We didn’t have a dramaturg on this production. I did a lot of my own research because 
 I’m a big fan of history. I read a number of books about Fanny, some biographies, and in 
 one there were excerpts of her journals and reflections. I went to the Lincoln Center 
 Performing Arts Library and I was chatting with one of the librarians there and he found 
 some footage of her in the Gypsy Rose Lee archives and so I went and watched it. 
 She’s in “The Great Ziegfeld,” which you can watch on HBO Max and she’s on YouTube 
 and there are recordings of her radio stuff. 

 So I did a deep dive — much more than I did for Barbra Streisand. I didn’t know “Funny 
 Girl” growing up and I wanted to be able to approach the character of Fanny and honor 
 her through my own unique lens. Also knowing that if I were to try to do a Barbra 
 impression, no one would be happy — no one wins. 

 Do you feel the weight of Barbra pressing on you? 

 I think the fact that I’ve only seen the movie one time — and now only want to see it 
 later — has been helpful in managing that expectation. Some people say I sound like 
 Streisand, some people say I sound nothing like Streisand. All I can say is that I sing the 
 songs the way that feels authentic to me, and healthy in my own instrument. I am just 
 trying to make it honest and truthful based on the character I get to live in. 

 What was it like getting to work with the cast, all of these big names, Beanie and 
 Jane Lynch? 

 Beanie is the nicest, kindest person you could ever meet. For my first show, she gave 
 me a fanny pack with my initials on it and said, “Welcome to the Fanny pack.” She 
 couldn’t have been more supportive and kind. 

 Jane Lynch is just — she’s so great. When I tested positive for COVID-19, she texted 
 me and was offering me all these things, steroids and all these things. I was like, “You’re 
 getting very Method at becoming a Jewish mother.” 

 What did it feel like being cast, even as the cover, which you’d done for other 
 shows? 
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 I remember they put out the press release saying that Beanie was playing Fanny, and I 
 thought, “Wow, that’s great casting.” I sent it to my agent and said, “I’d love to be her 
 cover!” 

 I didn’t hear anything. I think they had auditions, but I couldn’t get one to begin with. 
 They went through a number of rounds, and finally they invited me to do a self-tape in 
 November 2021 and I got the callback. I didn’t tell my family because I was like, “they’ll 
 get too excited.” 

 When my agent called to tell me I got it, I just said, “Are you kidding?” I just really didn’t 
 believe it. 

 What was it like getting word that you were going to star for August? 

 When my agent called to tell me, I cried. I might cry again just thinking about it. A lot of 
 stuff has happened that I don’t think anyone could have predicted. In my wildest 
 dreams, I never could’ve dreamt it — that’s a line from the show. 

 I’m the fourth person to have a contract that says “Fanny Brice.” There was Barbra, 
 Mimi Hines, Beanie and then me. I felt like, what a gift to be entrusted with such a 
 complicated, rich, challenging role, and for longer than most regional theater runs. 
 There’s not just one Fanny; there’s a lot of Fannies. The show was able to do well even 
 after Barbra left — it still ran for at least a year and a half with Mimi Hines. So it’s not 
 defined by one performance. It can hold so many different kinds of people. 

 To me, it felt like such a huge acknowledgment of all of the work that I’ve done in my 
 career — I’ve come up in the chorus, understudying. I’ve spent a gazillion years in 
 theater school; I did my undergrad and went back for my master’s after working 
 professionally for a number of years. It just felt like this moment of saying, “You’ve 
 worked so hard at this craft and in this theater life, and now you get a moment to 
 celebrate that.” 

 It’s not even about being on Broadway. I remember, when I made my Broadway debut, 
 in “Les Miz,” I was standing in the wings and I just started weeping because I couldn’t 
 believe I was going to make my Broadway debut. But I’d been with the “Les Miz” tour for 
 years — I was wearing the same costumes I’d worn for years, and I was on the same 
 set I’d been on for years. As soon as I walked out on stage, I looked around and I went, 
 “Oh, it’s just theater. It’s the same thing I’ve been doing this whole time.” 

 To me, doing theater wherever feels great, no matter where it is. But when I got the call, 
 I just cried. I’ve been working professionally now for 14 years. So to feel like I have a 
 break where I get to lead a company like this, it just feels really meaningful. 
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